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Presentation Notes
How many of you use, or own, a telescope that is smaller than 2 meters?  You are my target audience!  Let me introduce you to the Society for Astronomical Sciences.  The SAS has been active for 31 years, although not always under that name.  Russ Genet was – I think – “present at the creation” of one of the heritage organizations.  The idea of SAS goes like this:



Researchers use all sizes 
of telescopes: 

• Large 
• Small 
• “Midget” 

“College” and “Backyard”-scale 
• Long observing runs 
• Bright targets 
• Around-the-world continuous 

coverage 
• Portability 
• “low-probability” investigations 
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 We all know that there are astronomical research projects that can be done with all size telescopes.  The “large” telescope users – professional astronomers – have graduate and post-grad education, professional societies, and funding agencies that help them learn what needs to be done, how it can be accomplished, and (usually) provides the necessary equipment.  So, they are well taken care of.   But there are not so many resources for researchers who use college observatory and backyard-scale telescopes – amateurs, undergrads and their instructors.     There are interesting and important research areas where small telescopes may play a dominant role:  projects that require dedicating a telescope to a long observing run; or projects for which the target is so bright that it would swamp the detectors at the “large” observatories; projects that require round-the-world collaboration to keep the target under continuous surveillance for several days or weeks; or portability (asteroid occultations); or projects where the odds of success are slim and therefore are unlikely to be blessed by funding agencies or telescope-allocation committees.



Representative Project Areas 
Targets 
• Asteroids 

– Rotational lightcurves 
– Phase curves 
– Occultations 

• Variable Stars 
– Eclipsing Binaries 
– Cataclysmic variables 
– Pulsating Variables 
– Exo-planet transits 

• Double Stars 
• Meteors 
• Galaxy Halos 

 
 
 

Methods 
• CCD Photometry 
• CCD Astrometry 
• Spectroscopy 
• Video (occultations) 
• Polarimetry (!) 
• Very-fast photometry 

(Avalanche photo-diode) 
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These “small-telescope” sweet spots cover a broad swath of objects and events.  Photometric study of asteroids (both lightcurves and occultations) has been delegated almost exclusively to the backyard-scientist community.  The vast majority of rotational lightcurves are now gathered by amateur and undergrad astronomers, and then used as the raw data for professional studies of asteroid shapes, surface properties, and dynamics.   Timing of eclipsing binaries is almost completely a small-telescope, amateur and student undertaking.  Lightcurve studies of cataclysmic variables take advantage of the worldwide distribution of amateur CCD users to enable long campaigns of nearly unbroken coverage, spanning a week or longer to unravel the variety of phenomena that take place between the donor star, acceptor star, and accretion disk.   We’re hearing about double-star research here.   A few of the premier amateur astro-imagers have participated in studies of galaxy halos and tidal disruption of dwarf galaxies, because they could image large field-of-view, and had special expertise at making deep, clear imagery (and could be profligate with their telescope time, since the own the telescope).   Although most of these projects center on CCD photometry, since it is now such a widespread capability, backyard scientists have been exploiting almost all of the tools that professional researchers use. 



“Target Audience” and Role    
Who: 
• Independent Researchers 
• Educators & Students 
• Professional + Amateur 

Collaborators 

Role of SAS: 
• Small-telescope science 

community 
• Education 
• Share projects, results, 

successes, failures 
• Facilitate pro-am collaboration 
• Publication 

 
• Discover opportunities 
• Select Projects 
• Gain Skill & Confidence 
• Meet other researchers 
• Publish Results 
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 However, as I mentioned at the outset, the amateur or student researcher needs an organization that will help them start – and succeed – at small-telescope research.  “Succeed” means more than just “doing the project”.  It includes (1) discovering the role of the non-professional researcher, (2) figuring out how to match your equipment and personal interests to appropriate research areas, (3) learning from the experiences of others, to gain skill and confidence, (4) providing a venue where professional and non-professional astronomers can meet, learn from each other, and collaborate on projects, and (5) publishing and disseminating your results.     That is the role of the SAS:  Build a community;  Education & training opportunities; A “gathering” place to learn from each other’s activities and introduce researchers in need of data with observers who can provide it; providing a venue for publication of results. (Some do exist:  JDSO, MPB, JAAVSO; but some topics are difficult to “fit into”  journals.  Even IBVS may not take some “mundane” reports; but the data/analysis should still get into the data archives).



Activities & Benefits 

• Annual Symposium 
– Research presentations 
– Poster Papers 
– Product Displays  Demos 

• Educational Workshops 
• Videos 
• Proceedings 
• Quarterly Newsletter 
 

Annual Symposium 
3 days in May each year  
Big Bear, California (USA) 
120 – 180 attendees 
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 The SAS currently comprises about 150 participants, mostly in the USA and Canada, but including a handful in south America, Europe, Asia,  and the Pacific (Australia + New Zealand).  Our physical gathering is the annual Symposium held at Big Bear, California.  Typical attendance is 80% amateur/student researchers and 20% professional astronomers.  For the professionals, the Symposium offers the chance to describe your research to the most-interested and most-sophisticated public audience that you’ll find anywhere; that may be a nice bullet point for the NSF grant reviewers who expect some meaningful community outreach.  You’ll also see the quality and depth of observation that backyard researchers are capable of.  For the amateur and student researcher it offers the chance to show off your results, and receive constructive feedback from professional researchers.  For students, it is a wonderful opportunity to gain experience presenting a research paper in a professional environment; and put your first peer-reviewed publication into your CV.



Educational Workshops 

Recent Workshops 
Remote & Robotic Observatories 
Eclipsing Binaries (modeling & analysis) 
Small-Telescope Spectroscopy 

• Annual Symposium 
– Research presentations 
– Poster Papers 
– Product Displays  Demos 

• Educational Workshops 
• Videos 
• Proceedings 
• Quarterly Newsletter 
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 Each Symposium also includes one or two half-day educational workshops.  Recent years have covered photometry and modeling of Eclipsing Binaries, Spectroscopy with small telescopes, and operation of remote/robotic observatories.  This year, the Workshops will be (a) photometry using digital cameras – a topic that may be of special value to students and instructors who want to add a hands-on research experience to their classes – and (b) design and protection of observatory infrastructure.



Technical Papers & Presentations 

• Annual Symposium 
– Research presentations 
– Poster Papers 
– Product Displays  Demos 

• Educational Workshops 
• Videos 
• Proceedings 
• Quarterly Newsletter 
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 Starting a couple of years ago, we have made videos of the technical presentations freely available on our website.  DVDs of the Workshops are available for purchase ($60 each).



• Annual Symposium 
– Research presentations 
– Poster Papers 
– Product Displays  Demos 

• Educational Workshops 
• Videos 
• Proceedings 
• Quarterly Newsletter 
 

Published Proceedings 

 
 

Research Reports that are 
 
• Work-in-progress 
• Not yet published 
• Embargoed 
 
Aren’t in the Proceedings or Videos (of course) 
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 The Proceedings are published and indexed in ADS.  All Symposium participants receive a hard copy, but you can also download the volume from our website.     If the Proceedings and presentation videos are freely available, why should you travel to the Symposium?  Well, you’ll miss out on the hallway and after-hours networking, which can be the most useful and fun part of any conference.  Also,  most years we hear professional researchers present “works-in-progress” – breaking results that are not yet published, or are still being evaluated, or under embargo.  Those, naturally, don’t appear in the videos or the Proceedings.



• Annual Symposium 
– Research presentations 
– Poster Papers 
– Product Displays  Demos 

• Educational Workshops 
• Videos 
• Proceedings 
• Quarterly Newsletter 
 

Newsletter 
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 And of course we try to keep in touch with the small-telescope research community throughout the year through our quarterly newsletter.



Join Us! 
 

• Submit Papers + posters for Symposium 
• News technical notes for Newsletter 
• Take Advantage of SAS Resources: 

– Symposium 
– Proceedings 
– Tech Session Videos 
– Workshop Videos 
– Quarterly Newsletter 
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How can you participate in the SAS?  Naturally, we’re always delighted to have new members, to consider Papers for the Symposium, and to receive articles on your activities for the Newsletter.  You can check out recent Symposia by downloading the Proceedings or videos from our website.  At the moment, they are free to anyone who wants them; but move quickly: the Board of Trustees has been talking about restricting access to “members only”.  Membership is a bargain, anyway:  $25 per year.   One of the great benefits that the amateur/student researchers receive is the opportunity to learn from and network with professional astronomers.  There are three ways that the “pros” can participate:  by presenting a Workshop on an appropriate topic; by presenting a research paper; and by being an Advisor in a particular area.  	Thank you for your kind attention, and I hope that some of you will take advantage of the Society for Astronomical Sciences.  There are brochures and copies of our recent Newsletter on the table in back.



You are 
Here 

Big Bear, CA 
is here 
(east of 
Los Angeles) 
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There is still time to register and make travel plans ...
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